
Auto Technician/Bus Mechanic 

Lewis Bus Group 
North Salt Lake, UT 84054  
 

Job Description 

Are you a service technician that takes pride in your work and looking for that next 
challenge? Then keep reading! 

We are looking for service techs that demonstrate excellent diagnostic skills and can 
demonstrate effective problem-solving skills and sound judgement. Our techs are 
always engaged in training and are asked to maintain the knowledge and skill 
necessary to perform vehicle maintenance in a safe and efficient manner. 

We are looking to hire an experienced Bus/Automotive technician to our service 
team. The right candidate needs to have at least 2-3 years of bus, truck, or HEAVY 
DUTY automotive repair experience. 

The ability to properly diagnosis vehicle systems and the knowledge to use the latest 
diagnostic equipment is a must. You must be a team player and have a desire to work 
in a positive environment. 

Responsibilities 

Specific duties and responsibilities are determined by Individual Service Technician 
training, certifications, knowledge, skill, and experience. 

Inspects, diagnoses, and repairs Buses and other commercial vehicles inline with 
individual skill sets and training. 

Understands and adheres to all company safety policies and procedures. 

Compliance with all local, State, and Federal regulations applicable to operations, 
buildings, grounds and personnel including EPA, OSHA and DOT. 

Other Duties and responsibilities as assigned. 

https://jobs.ksl.com/search/city/North-Salt-Lake/state/UT


Qualifications 

Requires good organizational skills to include the ability to effectively manage 
multiple projects, prioritize tasks and complete assignments within expected time 
frames. 

Employee must possess the tools necessary to complete assigned responsibilities. 

Technical school degree or certificate in heavy vehicle maintenance, diesel engine 
mechanics or automotive program is helpful. 

Either have or be able to obtain a Class B CDL. 

Must have an excellent knowledge of motor vehicle operating systems and preferably 
be ASE certified in one or more areas. 

Utah Safety inspection certified preferred but not required. 

Great pay and a great working environment. 

17.00 to 25.00 per hour. Up to 30.00 per hour on flat rate scale! 

Lewis Bus Group is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

*Veterans are encouraged to apply. 

Additional Information 

Email: jason@lewisbusgroup.com or fax cover letter and resume to 801-364-4284, or 
in person. 

1009 Recreation Way 

North Salt Lake, Utah 84054 

Phone: 801-364-4219 
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